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Abstract
In this work we improve the style representation for cross-
lingual style transfer. Specifically, we improve the Spanish
representation across four styles, Newscaster, DJ, Excited, and
Disappointed, whilst maintaining a single speaker identity for
which we only have English samples. This is achieved using
Learned Conditional Prior VAE (LCPVAE), a hierarchical Vari-
ational Auto Encoder (VAE) approach. A secondary VAE is
introduced, conditioned on one-hot encoded style information,
resulting in a structured embedding space of the primary VAE.
This places utterances of the same style in similar locations
of the latent space irrespective of language. We also experi-
ment with extending this model by incorporating a style loss.
We perform subjective evaluations for style similarity using na-
tive Spanish speakers, and show an average relative improve-
ment over the baseline of 3.5% with statistical significance (p-
value<0.01) across all four styles. Interestingly the more ex-
pressive styles achieve a higher relative improvement of 4.4%
compared to 2.6% for styles that are closer to neutral speech.
We also demonstrate that this is whilst maintaining speaker sim-
ilarity and in-lingual performance in all styles. Accent perfor-
mance is maintained in three out of four styles with the excep-
tion of Excited, while naturalness performance is maintained in
News and Disappointed styles.
Index Terms: cross-lingual style transfer, Learned Conditional
Prior for VAE, style loss, neural TTS

1. Introduction
Through the popularity of AI assistants with primarily audio
interfaces, Text To Speech (TTS) is having to represent a wide
variety of textual content [1]. It is desirable to have these
systems match the style of their speech with the textual content.
However achieving this across languages whilst maintaining a
fixed speaker identity is challenging.

Improvements have been made in TTS as deep learning
approaches are developed and larger datasets become available
[2]. This includes work focused on multi-lingual and multi-
speaker models that aim to produce speech for a given speaker
in multiple languages [3, 4, 5]. Such models are usually
constructed by incorporating additional language specific infor-
mation. In [6, 7], the input to the text encoder is a set of discrete
phonological features derived from phonemes. Alternatively, a
trainable utterance-level language embedding can be combined
with the output of the text encoder before passing through the
decoder [3, 4, 5]. Our work is based on such approaches as it
doesn’t require additional data labelling. We extend Tacotron
2, a popular architecture for Neural TTS [8], as our baseline.

Style transfer is frequently framed in the state-of-the-art
TTS research as a disentanglement problem of the speech
representation which is seen as a mixture of multiple factors
including speaker, language, style, semantic meaning, etc.
Extensive research work has been done regarding speech factor

disentanglement with monolingual speech synthesis systems
[9, 10, 11, 12], however in a cross-lingual domain this work
is limited. In [13, 14, 15] style information is encoded and
represented in a latent space through a reference Variational
Auto Encoder (VAE). [11] uses adversarial learning to achieve
speech disentanglement by minimising the correlation between
different speech factors. The style information in speech
representation can also be extracted and eliminated from the
text encoder by utilising a pre-trained style classifier [10].

As mentioned above, VAEs have been widely utilized in the
latest TTS research in acoustic space modelling [13], expres-
sive speech synthesis [15], style transfer [14, 16], controllable
speech synthesis [17] and intonation modelling [18]. There are
also extensions applied to traditional VAEs such as adjusting the
prior [19, 20] or stacking a sequence of VAEs together to better
model hierarchical features in the training data [17, 21, 22]. Our
paper is based on the Learned Conditional Prior VAE (LCP-
VAE) architecture in [13], where a Conditioning Secondary
VAE (Conditioning Secondary VAE (CSVAE)) is introduced
to the standard VAE (Conditional Prior VAE (Conditional
Prior VAE (CPVAE))) reference encoder. CSVAE takes as
input a condition, which in [13] is a one-hot speaker ID vector,
making the architecture able to model speaker information with
controllability. We further explore this architecture by applying
it on modelling style information in speech representations.

The representation of different speaking styles can also
be improved by incorporating style loss associated with the
model’s ability to represent the style [23, 24, 25]. Style loss
can be implemented by matching the layer activations of a
style classifier network [25] or using gram matrices in order to
quantify style [26, 27].

In this work we improve the style representation across
languages when applied to Spanish speech whilst maintaining
a certain English speaker identity. The styles investigated
range from highly expressive (Excited, Disappointed) to less
expressive (Newscaster and DJ). With Newscaster being a style
that imitates traditional news broadcast presenter speech and DJ
representing radio presenter speech. As explained above, we
use LCPVAE for the first time in cross-lingual style modelling.
Using LCPVAE we can force clustering of utterances based on
style, and then represent variations between languages within
those style clusters. This helps transferring styles between
languages by encoding the same style, irrespective of language,
in similar areas of the embedding space. This clustering is
achieved by conditioning the CSVAE of LCPVAE on style
one-hot encodings at utterance level instead of speaker identity
encodings. In addition we propose combining LCPVAE with
a style loss in order to force more style information to be
embedded in the style encoding.

Our main contribution is using LCPVAE within the task
of cross-lingual style transfer. We show, through MUltiple
Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA)
evaluations, that this approach increases the cross-lingual



Figure 1: This diagram represents the full architecture of the LCPVAE+SL model. When removing the style classifier this becomes
the standard LCPVAE model. Removing the CSVAE and using a unit Gaussian prior for the CPVAE results the baseline model. Note
seperate speaker and language encoders are used pre and post the encoder.

style similarity from English to Spanish by 3.5% on average,
ranging from 2.3% to 5.3% across all four investigated styles
with statistical significance. This is whilst maintaining speaker
similarity and in-lingual performance in all styles. Accent
performance is maintained in three out of four styles with
the exception of Excited, while naturalness performance is
maintained in News and Disappointed styles. We also show
that incorporating a style loss does not give a statistically
significant improvement, with the majority of the improvement
in cross-lingual performance coming from the use of LCPVAE.

2. Methodology
In this section we present each of the approaches used for cross-
lingual style transfer and highlight their differences. For all ex-
periments we use a phoneme representation of the text as input
to the model. This representation has separate sets of phonemes
for each language. We make use of speaker embeddings ex-
tracted from a speaker classifier trained on the LibriTTS dataset
by Karlapati et al. [28]. All models output mel-spectrogram
representations of the output speech.

2.1. Baseline

We use a baseline model based on the work by Zhang et al. on
multilingual speech synthesis [5]. In their work they extended
the Tacotron 2 [8] architecture with language and speaker
embeddings, along with a residual encoder, and an adversarial
speaker classifier. In order to better match the models across
experiments we made a few changes to the architecture. In
Figure 1 we show the full architecture of the models used in our
experiments. The CPVAE in Figure 1 is the same as the residual
encoder in Zhang et al. [5]. The CSVAE and style classifier are
not used for the baseline model. Note that we have removed the
adversarial classifier and also feed the speaker and language em-
beddings before and after the phoneme encoder. This is to factor
out the speaker and language information from the latent space
but leave the style information in. In our experiments we treat
the residual encoder as an encoding of the style of the utterance.
This residual encoder is a traditional VAE encoder with the
standard unit Gaussian prior and using the standard Evidence
Lower Bound (ELBO) loss. This model has been shown exper-
imentally to produce high quality multi-lingual speech across
speakers and languages. Finally, we remove the adversarial
loss in order to understand the extensions we test in isolation as
we do not use an adversarial loss with the LCPVAE models.

2.2. Learned Conditional Prior VAE (LCPVAE)

The LCPVAE architecture used is based on the work by Karana-
sou et al. [13] where they introduced a hierarchical architecture
for the residual encoder. LCPVAE consists of a primary VAE,
the CPVAE, that receives a mel-spectrogram reference and pro-
duces a single style embedding vector of length 256. This pri-
mary encoder is conditioned on the output of a secondary VAE,
the CSVAE. This is done by defining the prior of the CPVAE
to be that of the posterior of the CSVAE, and by applying the
reparametrization trick [13]. This results in the model having
two Kullback–Leibler Divergence (KLD) losses, one between
the unit Gaussian and the CSVAE, and another between the
CSVAE and the CPVAE. The relationship between the networks
and their priors are shown in more detail in Figure 1. This ap-
proach has been previously used for multi-speaker TTS, with
this work being the first time it is applied to a style transfer task.
Instead of conditioning the CSVAE on the one-hot speaker en-
coding we condition it on the style of the utterance. The other
modification made to LCPVAE is that we no longer concate-
nate the one-hot encoding to the mel-spectogram as input to
the CPVAE. This was done to give the flexibility of running in-
ference on the CPVAE for styles that were not present in the
training data. With this approach we explicitly embed the hi-
erarchy within the style embedding space, clustering utterances
of the same style in similar regions irrespective of language. We
believe this helps the model transfer style across languages.

2.3. LCPVAE + Style Loss

Finally we present an LCPVAE model extended with a style
loss (SL). This style loss is composed of a style classifier that
predicts the style of an utterance from the mel-spectogram. This
classifier is pre-trained with the same training set as the TTS
system. Once this classifier has been trained we utilise the style
information learnt in order to define a style loss. Differently
from Liu et al. in [25] we define a style loss given the output of
the classifier, instead of matching the activations. Our style loss
is defined as follows:

Lossstyle(Y, Ŷ) = L1(Cθ(Y), Cθ(Ŷ)), (1)

where Y represents the ground truth mel-spectrogram, Ŷ
represents the mel-spectogram output from the model and Cθ
represents a style classifier with the parameters θ. This loss is
then summed with the standard Tacotron 2 loss and the negative
ELBO.



3. Experiments
3.1. Training

We trained three models: Baseline, LCPVAE and LCP-
VAE+SL, using the architectures described in Sections 2.1, 2.2
and 2.3, respectively. All systems were trained on an internal
dataset of high quality studio recordings described in Table 1.
Even though we were only interested in evaluating 4 speaking
styles, we included all available styles in the training set, to
increase the variance in the data. All models were trained
for 400,000 steps using a batch size of 32 utterances and all
other hyper-parameters were held constant unless otherwise
specified. For the baseline model we annealed the KLD
loss linearly from 0 to 1 between steps 25,000 and 150,000,
while for the LCPVAE we obtained the best results when the
annealing was applied between steps 12,500 and 75,000. This
value was also used for the LCPVAE+SL model.

Table 1: Training dataset breakdown

English Spanish French Total
Hours 411 175 32 618

Speakers 138 56 7 201
Styles 11 7 1 11

3.2. Evaluation

The goal of the proposed method is to produce styled speech in
a language different than the one of the source speaker while
maintaining the source speaker identity. We generate audio
samples for the four styles in both English and Spanish by
running inference with the CPVAE output replaced by pre-
computed centroids. Each centroid is computed by taking the
average embedding over 200 randomly selected training sam-
ples of the source speaker speaking in the target style (in En-
glish). For each style, we randomly select 50 sentences from
the test set and synthesise them using the respective centroid.
All stimuli are rated by 30 listeners.

We evaluate the systems’ performance by running
MUSHRA evaluations across four different axis: i) Style Trans-
fer, ii) Naturalness, iii) Accent and iv) Speaker Similarity. In ad-
dition to the three stimuli, we include one hidden anchor in each
test. For the Style Transfer test we use neutral TTS samples of
the target speaker in Spanish (lower anchor). For naturalness,
we use recordings of the target speaker in the target style in En-
glish (higher anchor). For accent and speaker similarity, we use
recordings of a similar speaker speaking in Spanish as high and
lower anchors, respectively. In the Naturalness test, we do not
present any external reference and we ask the following ques-
tion: "Please rate the audio samples in terms of their natural-
ness, ignoring any non-native accent issues. Do they sound like
a human speaker?" In the Style Transfer and Speaker Similar-
ity evaluations we present the listeners with a random recording
of the target speaker speaking in English, in the corresponding
style, while for Accent we present them with a random record-
ing of a Spanish speaker. In these three tests, we ask the listen-
ers to evaluate the stimuli by answering the following question:
"Please rate how similar the audio samples sound to the refer-
ence in terms of their {style, accent, speaker}".

The listeners rate the stimuli on a scale from 0 to 100, where
0 represents the least desired result (e.g. completely different
style) and 100 represents the most desired result (e.g. com-
pletely the same style). We ran t-tests with Bonferroni-Holm
corrections at a 95% significance level to measure statistical sig-

Figure 2: MUSHRA Scores of Style Transfer.

nificance with null-hypothesis being that the average MUSHRA
scores of the two systems compared are equal.

4. Results
We aim at improving the style transfer ability of the proposed
systems while maintaining the same performance in Natural-
ness, Accent and Speaker Similarity compared with the base-
line model. To make sure that our model doesn’t introduce re-
gression for in-lingual expressive speech synthesis, we also run
evaluation with English samples in all four styles in the target
speaker. The results didn’t show significant regression for 14
out of 16 evaluations we conducted. We will not include the
in-lingual results in this paper for brevity.

4.1. Style Transfer

We evaluate our systems in four different styles which are DJ,
Excited, Disappointed and Newscaster. The MUSHRA scores
for style transfer evaluation are shown in Figure 2. Both of our
proposed systems LCPVAE and LCPVAE+SL outperform the
baseline models significantly with p<0.01 across all four styles.
The improvement of average score in percentage number and
the p-value are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Improvement of Average MUSHRA Score over Base-
line Model in Percentage for DJ, Excited, Disappointed and
Newscaster Style. The p-value is computed between each model
against the baseline.

DJ Excited Disappointed News
LCPVAE +2.8 +5.3 +3.5 +2.3

LCPVAE+SL +4.1 +3.1 +3.9 +2.8
p-value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.01

Note that although LCPVAE+SL outperforms LCPVAE in
three out of four styles, the differences are not statistically sig-
nificant. There is an insignificant increase in average score over
LCPVAE models in DJ (+1.3%), Disappointed (+0.4%), and
Newscaster style (+0.5%). However, there is a significant lower
average score in Excited style (-2.2%). It thus seems that in a
highly expressive style, like Excited, LCPVAE alone performs
better. For this style, we observed that the training process of
LCPVAE+SL model is not as stable as LCPVAE. We also ex-
amined the latent embedding space but did not see any clear
difference between the two models in modelling the Excited
style. We hypothesize that the undesired performance of LCP-
VAE+SL can be attributed to two reasons. First of all, the style
loss architecture that we currently apply is still in its most rudi-
mentary form where we compare the final output of the style



Figure 3: MUSHRA Scores of Speaker Similarity.

Figure 4: MUSHRA Scores of Accent.

classifier directly. This can be problematic as the style classi-
fiers might be using content information instead of style infor-
mation for classification. Using lower layers instead of final
output would be more reasonable in such case. The second rea-
son is lack of extensive hyper-parameter tuning. The results
are reported with the first model that we are able to train until
convergence without any VAE collapse and there is still space
for exploration. Further investigation in style loss design and
an extensive hyper-parameter search would likely improve its
performance in style transfer. This is left as future work.

4.2. Naturalness, Accent and Speaker Similarity

In Figure 3, 4 and 5 we show the MUSHRA scores of the
evaluated systems within each style respectively. For Speaker
Similarity and Accent in Figure 3 and 4, the results of LCP-
VAE models either significantly outperform the baseline model
(Newscaster style in Speaker Similarity) or show no signifi-
cant difference from the baseline, with Excited style being the
only exception. For Naturalness as shown in Figure 5, we have
observed statistically significant regression in DJ (-1.7%) and
Excited (-4.8%) style, and no significant difference in Disap-
pointed and Newscaster style. Note that all of the candidate
models in the evaluation of Accent outperform the upper an-
chor system which is recordings from a native Mexican Span-
ish speaker in neutral style. We suspect that this is because the
speaker in the recordings has less strong Mexican accent com-
pared with the synthetic speech, as the training data contains
speech from many different native speakers. We have observed
similar patterns in all three metrics that the proposed LCPVAE-
based systems show a regression in the Excited style. The re-
sults confirm the findings in [14] that maintaining voice quality
for voices with higher expressiveness is more difficult in gen-
eral. A promising next step would be to test the architecture
with more highly expressive styles for further investigation.

Figure 5: MUSHRA Scores of Naturalness.

(a) LCPVAE CS (b) LCPVAE CP (c) Baseline

Figure 6: Plots of learnt embeddings for the Baseline and LCP-
VAE, compute on held out examples. Dimension reduction done
using Principle Component Analysis (PCA).

4.3. Qualitative Evaluation

Here we investigate the structure of the learnt embedding space.
In Figure 6 we show the embedding space of the target speaker
given the output of the VAEs for the Baseline model and LCP-
VAE. The output of the LCPVAE+SL is not shown due to sim-
ilarity to the LCPVAE model. We can see that the clustering of
the CSVAE is very similar to that observed by Karanasou et al.
when applied to speaker identity [13]. Interestingly we see more
separation between the styles in the CPVAE embedding space
than the Baseline, this shows that conditioning on the CSVAE
is having a positive effect on clustering the styles. We also ob-
served local clustering of language within styles, although not
shown. We believe this increase in clustering performance is
driving the better style reproduction in speech.

5. Conclusions
In this work we have shown that giving explicit hierarchy to
the style embedding space using LCPVAE can improve cross
lingual style transfer. With MUSHRA evaluations we showed
significant improvements for cross-lingual style representation
in all 4 styles, DJ (2.8%), Excited (5.3%), Disappointed (3.5%)
and Newscaster (2.3%). We also demonstrated that this im-
provement does not harm speaker similarity and in-lingual style
representation. We did however notice a drop in naturalness
(DJ, Excited) and Accent (Excited) for some styles. In addition
we presented results with combining style loss with the LCP-
VAE approach, here we saw small however insignificant im-
provement over the standard LCPVAE model in three of the 4
styles.

For future work we believe that a further exploration into
the use of style loss, as well as incorporating more style infor-
mation into the CSVAE could provide further gains in cross-
lingual style transfer. We also think that a more thorough inves-
tigation into the irregular performance increase and subsequent
naturalness decrees between styles should be explored in order
to gain more insights into the weaknesses of these models.
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